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Abstract 
 

The portfolio-balance approach to exchange rate determination is part of the Asset 

Market Models and is largely attributed to economists after 1973 when the exchange 

rate became flexible (market determined). This article first introduces the setting of 

the model embedded in the portfolio balance approach that encompasses two assets 

(money and bonds), which deviates a little from the models and approaches used 

for the monetary approach to the balance of payment, the overshooting model, and 

from the associated market equilibria. The effects of monetary policy, of current 

account, and of wealth under the portfolio-balance approach are examined, here, 

theoretically and empirically. The current econometric results show that the 

exchange rate is determined by the foreign bonds, the domestic interest rate, and the 

foreign interest rate. 
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1. Introduction  

The monetary approach focuses only on a single-asset (money). The portfolio 

balance approach deals with multi-assets and integrates the analysis of the exchange 

rate behavior with these other financial assets (bonds, stocks, etc.). This second 

approach of exchange rate determination allows the current account imbalances (
KACA =− ) to affect the exchange rate [where, CA  = the current account and KA = 

the capital account]. Thus, the portfolio balance model contains features provided 

by the Monetary Approach and the Balance of Payment Approach. Residents of 

both countries hold assets issued by these two countries. Domestic residents wish 

to hold a greater proportion of their wealth in domestic assets and foreign residents 

wish to hold a greater proportion in foreign assets (“perfect local habitat”). The 

current account will redistribute world wealth in such a way as to raise net world 

demand for the surplus country’s assets; thus, raising the price of its currency. 

The Portfolio Balance Approach is a theory of exchange determination, where the 

economic agents have to choose from a portfolio of domestic and foreign assets. 

These assets may be in the form of bonds or money; money has zero return and 

bonds have a positive expected return, which have arbitrage opportunities. These 

opportunities among countries help to determine exchange rates. 

Four types of assets are available to the economic agents. First, is cash, Money in 

both countries ( M , *M ) that does not yield any interest (actually has a negative 

real return, 
e

Mr −= ), but is useful for the purpose of purchasing products 

(medium of exchange). Second, are domestic Bonds ( B ) that yield a nominal 

interest rate, i  and foreign Bonds ( *B ) yield an interest rate, *i . The central banks 

and the governments provide all the four types of assets that are mentioned, here. 

The household sector in each country makes a choice from these three types of 

assets in domestic economy ( M , B , *B ) and in the foreign ( *M , B , *B ) to form the 

portfolia. The nominal wealth of an individual in the domestic country is: 

MSBBW ++= *                                (1) 

The real wealth can be determined by dividing both sides by the price level, 

P

M

P

SB

P

B

P

W
++=

*

                               (2) 

The portfolio balance approach determines the equilibrium exchange rate, domestic 

and international interest rate that would clear the domestic bond market, money 

market and the foreign bond market. 
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1.1 Money Market 

Let’s assume that the dollar suffers a 10% depreciation ( S ). This would increase 

the foreign asset value by 10%. In turn, it causes an increase in the total wealth that 

would lead to an expansion in the demand for all kinds asset, which would also 

include money. The wealth effect of this depreciation in currency would lead to a 

rise in the domestic interest rate ( i ). With all parameters fixed, a depreciation of 

the currency ( S ) is accompanied by a rise in the money market interest rate ( i ). 

1.2 Domestic Bond Market 

With this dollar depreciation ( S ), the demand of domestic bonds will increase (

dB ). This would result to an increase in bond prices ( BP ) and in a reduction of 

interest rate ( i ). Domestic and foreign bonds have different risk exposures 

although they may be a part of the same portfolio. 

 

1.3 Foreign Bond Market 

In response to 10% dollar depreciation ( S ) the supply of foreign bonds increases, 

eq. (2). Due to the wealth effect the demand for foreign bonds also rises ( dB* ), 

their prices ( *B
P ) will go up and their return will fall ( *i ). Then, keeping all 

parameters fixed, the depreciation of the currency would lead to a fall in the 

domestic interest rate via the foreign bond market. The portfolio balance approach 

gives the equilibriums interest rate, both domestic and foreign as well as the 

exchange rate that would clear all the three markets, domestic money and bond 

market and foreign bond market. 
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The correlation between current account deficits ( tCA ) and exchange rates ( ts ) has 

been undeniably strong ( 0, sCA ), Figure 1.2 The current account developments 

have been largely dominated by imports of oil and for small countries, except oil, 

by imports of industrial and manufacturing products.3  

 

 

 

 

 
2 Relationship between USCA and USXRI: 
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Figure 1: Current account and U.S. exchange rate index 
 

Note: USCA = U.S. current account, USXRI = U.S. exchange rate index, 508.0, +=USXRIUSCA  

and  **449.2)6( = FlagsUSCAUSXRI . 

Source: Economagic.com 

 
3 The U.S. has enormous current account deficit: The United States has a $611 billion deficit with 

its top five trading partners: (1) with China: $346 billion, Mexico: $102 billion, Japan: $69 billion, 

Germany: $67 billion, and Canada: $27 billion. Total top 5: $611 billion, with 2019. See, 

https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-trade-deficit-causes-effects-trade-partners-3306276   

https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-trade-deficit-causes-effects-trade-partners-3306276
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As the world oil trade is done in U.S. dollars, a sharp increase in world oil prices 

raises the demand for the dollar at the expense of the other currencies (euro, yen, 

pound, etc.), Figure 2.4  

 

 
4 The price of oil from 1950 to 2018 has a mean value of ( 05.26$=oilP ) per barrel and a standard 

deviation of ( 10.28$=
oilP ); its minimum price was $2.57 and its maximum price was $144.15 

(July 2008). With September 2018, it was $70.23 per barrel, on April 8, 2019, it was $63.08/barrel, 

and on September 14, 2020, it had fell to $37.26/barrel. The increase of its price (from 1950-2008) 

was 5,509% or 94.98% per annum, which has contributed to the global inflation, risk, and recessions. 

(Economagic.com). 
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Figure 2: Price of oil, current account, and U.S. exchange rate index 

Note: OPD = oil price domestic (Price of West Texas Intermediate Crude), USCA = U.S. current 

account, USXRI = U.S. exchange rate index (FC/$), 810.0, −=USCAOPD  and 

**223.19)2( = FlagsUSCAOPD ; 681.0, −=OPDUSXRI  and 

*607.2)2( = FlagsOPDUSXRI .  

An OLS estimation gives the following results: 
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Source: Economagic.com 
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On the other hand, some economists argue that the huge U.S. national debt, the 

Middle East crises, and the easy money policy of the Fed for over seven years 

(December 16, 2008-December 16, 2015) and (March 15, 2020-present) 5  had 

depreciated the dollar (Figures 1 and 2).  

 

2. Current Account and Wealth 

The release by the U.S. government of unexpected figures on the trade balance and 

the current account appear to have large immediate “announcement effects” on the 

exchange rate (dollar depreciates or appreciates depending on “bad” or “good” 

news). The current account figures reveal information about shifts in the long run 

terms of trade.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5 See, Kallianiotis (2019b). Also, 

http://www.fedprimerate.com/fedfundsrate/federal_funds_rate_history.htm  

http://www.fedprimerate.com/fedfundsrate/federal_funds_rate_history.htm
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Of course, the important point is that only the unexpected component ( uCA ) of the 

current account ( ue CACACA += ) has a large effect; the expected component ( eCA ) 

has already been taken into account by the foreign exchange market,6 Figure 3. 

The decomposition of the current account is written as, 

u
t

e
tt CACACA 111 +++ +=                            (3) 

 
6 The Figure of the decomposition of the CA and the Leas Square Estimation of the USXRI on the 

OPD, USCAe, and USCAu  are: 
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Figure 3: U.S. current account, expected current account, and unexpected 

current account 
 

Note: USCA = U.S. current account, USCAU = the unexpected part of the U.S. current account, and 

USCAF = the expected current account. 

An OLS estimation gives the following results: 
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Source: Economagic.com 
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where,  1+tCA = the actual current account balance, e
tCA 1+  = the expected current 

account balance based on information today [ tt
e
t ICAECA 11 ( ++ = )], and u

tCA 1+ = the 

unexpected part of the current account balance, the “surprise”, the “news”, the risky 

part of the 1+tCA . 

In addition, a current account surplus is a transfer of wealth (W ) from foreign 

residents to domestic residents (and a transfer of unemployment from the domestic 

economy to the foreign one). This increase in domestic wealth ( tW ) can appreciate 

the currency ( tS ) through the following variables.  

1. It can raise domestic expenditure by increasing domestic consumption: 

)( tt WfC =

+
                           (4) 

where, tC = consumption and tW = domestic wealth. 

Then, aggregate demand ( MXGICAD −+++= ) will increase, which will 

affect production ( Q ) and income ( Y ). This higher income will increase the 

demand for money ( d
tM ). 

2. It can raise the demand for domestic money directly if wealth enters the 

money demand function:7 

 

tttt
d
t iPWM  +−++= 3210                     (5) 

where, d
tM = demand for money, tP = price level, ti = nominal interest rate 

(opportunity cost of capital), and t = the error term.  

3. If domestic bonds and foreign bonds are imperfect substitutes, domestic 

residents have a greater  tendency to hold wealth in the form of domestic 

bonds; then, the increase in domestic wealth will raise the demand for 

domestic bonds: 

)( t
d
t WfB =

+
                           (6) 

where, d
tB = demand for domestic bonds. 

 
7 The estimation of eq. (5) is as follows: 

252,821.1,39.322,34,010.0,999.0
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where,  rdjia = real DJIA (real wealth), tp = ln of CPI, and ti = S-T interest rate (3-month    

T-Bills rate). 
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We assume that there are no barriers segmenting international capital markets, but 

we have imperfect capital substitutability, which means that there is a risk premium 

( tRP ), 

)()()()( 1
*

t
e
ttttttttt sssfsEiisEfdRP −−−=−−=−= +            (7) 

where, tRP = risk premium, tfd = forward discount, )( tsE  = expected change in 

the spot exchange rate,  *
tt ii − = interest rate differential, ts = ln of the spot 

exchange rate, and tf = ln of the forward exchange rate.  

Thus, investors allocate their bond portfolia between the two countries in 

proportions that are functions of the expected rates of return ( e
ti  and e

ti
* ). The two 

assets are imperfect substitutes because there are differences between the two 

countries in liquidity, in monetary policy, in tax rates, in default risk, in political 

risk, in exchange rate risk, in the structure of the economy, and in other factors. We 

assume that there are perfect international bond markets and the two bonds differ, 

due to their currency denomination (one is in dollars and the other is in a foreign 

currency).  

A shock in the economy, in the form of a change in wealth, produces a wealth effect, 

which is an increase in the demand for each financial asset, and a substitution effect, 

substituting a high return financial asset for the low return alternative. 

Consequently, the exchange rate and interest rates have to adjust to ensure portfolio 

equilibrium. The portfolio balance approach states that the exchange rate and 

interest rates are determined simultaneously by the portfolio equilibrium conditions 

for asset holders in these two different countries. 

  

3. A Theoretical Model 

The portfolio-balance approach is based on the following assumptions: (1) The 

purchasing power parity (PPP) does not hold because goods are not identical in the 

two countries. (2) The uncovered interest parity (UIP) does not hold. (3) The 

exchange rate is expected to be unchanged. (4) Only three assets are available for 

investment for each domestic household: money, domestic bonds, and foreign 

bonds. (5) Bonds are not perfect substitutes. (6) It assumes perfect capital mobility 

without capital controls and similar barriers to investment. (7) It assumes narrow 

transaction costs and high completion in the money markets. (8) The size of the 

domestic economy is relatively small, so it cannot have any effect on the foreign 

rate of interest.  

A simple version of the portfolio balance model can be presented with the following 

equations: 

Demand for money:  

 ),,( *
ttt

d
t WiimM =                           (8) 

Demand for domestic bonds:  
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 ),,( *
ttt

d
t WiibB =                           (9) 

Demand for foreign bonds evaluated in the domestic currency:  

),,( **
ttt

d
tt WiifBS =                      (10) 

The supply of these assets is given as follows: s
tM , s

tB , and s
tB* , and we assume 

equilibria, 

t
s
t

d
t MMM ==                       (11) 

t
s
t

d
t BBB ==                           (12) 

***
t

s
t

d
t BBB ==                       (13) 

where, d
tB = demand for bonds, s

tB = supply of bonds, tB = the equilibrium 

amount of bonds, and an asterisk (*) denotes the foreign variable. 

The financial portfolio makes up the total wealth ( tW ), which is equal to the sum of 

the three assets, 

*
ttttt BSBMW ++=                      (14) 

At any point in time, the existing stocks of these assets are fixed and the domestic 

interest rate ( ti ) and exchange rate ( tS ) must adjust so that the assets are willingly 

held by investors (maximization of their return). The stocks of financial assets 

change over time. When the budget deficit8 is increasing, the government issues 

bonds to finance it, which increases the supply of domestic government bonds      

( tB ).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8 The U.S, National Debt is $26.759 trillion and the Budget Deficit is $3.130 trillion (9/14/2020), 

due to this unique global health, economic, and social crisis with the suspicious Wuhan coronavirus. 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/. See also, Truth in Accounting.  

https://www.truthinaccounting.org/about/our_national_debt?gclid=Cj0KCQjwqfz6BRD8ARIsAIX

QCf122O_4SPCsu5r1dTqjy1fBhxLLHgZarRUDTEmaxrIut3mU3cH2eXEaAkvoEALw_wcB  

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.truthinaccounting.org/about/our_national_debt?gclid=Cj0KCQjwqfz6BRD8ARIsAIXQCf122O_4SPCsu5r1dTqjy1fBhxLLHgZarRUDTEmaxrIut3mU3cH2eXEaAkvoEALw_wcB
https://www.truthinaccounting.org/about/our_national_debt?gclid=Cj0KCQjwqfz6BRD8ARIsAIXQCf122O_4SPCsu5r1dTqjy1fBhxLLHgZarRUDTEmaxrIut3mU3cH2eXEaAkvoEALw_wcB
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Autonomous growth of money supply (expansionary monetary policy)9  

or monetization of the government debt (open market purchase) increases the stock 

of money ( tM ). Current account surpluses increase the net domestic holdings of 

foreign (bonds) assets ( *
tB ). 

Then, the exchange rate ( tS ) of the portfolio balance model will be given from eq. 

(10) and eq. (14), as follows: 

),,,,( **
tttttt iiBBMsS =                          (15) 

The domestic interest rate ( ti ) is determined by the Fed (monetary policy) and the 

U.S. bonds market, as follows: 

    ),( ttt BMri =                       (16) 

 
9 Our stranger expansionary monetary policy [this zero interest rate policy (iff = 0.00%) by the Fed 

is a disincentive to save because the real return on saving is negative (rS = -π)]  since 2008, it has 

generated a money supply of $18.464 trillion (9/10/2020) from $8.131 trillion in December 2008; a 

growth by $10.333 trillion or 127.08% (10.815% per annum).  

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/M2 . For this reason the inflation rate is on the average about, 

π=10% p.a., after 2008.  

 

 
Figure 4: U.S. Inflation Rate 

 

Note: CPI 1980-Based (blue line), SGS inflation rate and CPI-U (red line), official inflation rate. 

Source: http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/inflation-charts 

 

 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/M2
http://www.shadowstats.com/alternate_data/inflation-charts
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The foreign interest rate ( *
ti ) is determined by the foreign central bank and their 

asset market, 

 ),( ***
ttt BMri =                        (17) 

Substituting eq. (17) into eq. (15), we have, 

),,,,,( ***
ttttttt iiBMBMsS =

+−+−++
                     (18) 

Equation (18) specifies the relationship between exchange rates, assets supplies 

(money and bonds), and interest rates (returns) in the two countries. 

1. An expansionary monetary policy, as an exogenous increase in money supply (

tM ) means an increase in wealth ( tW ), especially after 2008, due to zero 

deposit ( %05.0=Di ). The wealth effect leads to excess demand for domestic 

and foreign bonds. With given foreign interest rate ( *
ti ), excess demand for 

domestic bonds would raise their price, so the domestic interest rate will fall. 

The excess demand for foreign bonds will increase the demand for foreign 

currency (foreign currency will appreciate), leading to a depreciation of the 

domestic currency (spot rate will increase). 
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2. An increase in domestic government bonds ( tB ) will increase the domestic 

wealth and through a wealth effect, would increase the demand for foreign 

bonds and consequently, the demand for foreign currency will go up. This will 

lead to an appreciation of the foreign currency and a depreciation of the 

domestic currency. Also, an increase in domestic debt ( tD ) will increase the 

supply of bonds, which will reduce their price and increase the domestic 

interest rate. This higher domestic interest rate ( *
tt ii  ) would make foreign 

bonds less attractive. If this substitution effect dominates the previous wealth 

effect, the domestic currency will appreciate, due to increase in investment on 

domestic bonds. 
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3. An increase, now, in net holdings of foreign bonds ( *
tB ), induced by a current 

account surplus ( 0CA ), increases the domestic wealth. This wealth effect 

will increase the demand for domestic assets, which will increase their prices 

and the interest rate will fall. This will depreciate the domestic currency 

(exchange rate will increase). 

 

 SiPBWBCA B
d $*  

  

Based on the theory, these are the expected effects of the independent variables on 

the spot exchange rate. Eq. (18) gives also the signs of these effects.  
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4. Some Empirical Results 

We test eq. (18) by using data for the U.S. and Australia and the OLS estimation is 

given in Tables 1 and 2. The data are monthly from 1988:04 until 2019:06 and they 

are coming from Economagic.com and Bloomberg. They are: tAS = Australian 

spot rate ($/A$), tas = ln of AS, 
 
= U.S. money supply (M2), tB = U.S. bonds,  

= U.S. 3-month T-Bill rate, *

tM = Australian money supply, *

tB = Australian 

bonds, and *

t
i= Australian interest rate. The outstanding U.S. bonds are shown in 

the Figure 510 and of Australian bonds in Figure 6.11 

 
10 See, https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/government-bond-yield . Also, 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/release?rid=327  

Amount Outstanding of Total Debt Securities in Non-Financial Corporations Sector, All 

Maturities, Residence of Issuer in United States (TDSAMRIAONCUS) 

 
 

Figure 5: Amount of U.S. Bonds 
 

Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/TDSAMRIAONCUS  

 
11 Amount Outstanding of Domestic Bonds and Notes in General Government Sector, Long-Term 

at Original Maturity, Residence of Issuer in Australia (DBNLTRIAOGGAU) 

 
Figure 6: Amount of Australian Bonds 

 

Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/DBNLTRIAOGGAU  

 

tM

ti

https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/government-bond-yield
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/release?rid=327
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/TDSAMRIAONCUS
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/DBNLTRIAOGGAU
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Table 1: Exchange Rate Determination (Portfolio-Balance Approach) 

(Short-term Interest Rates) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

    tAS    tAS      tas      tas  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  
***855.0  c  

***042.10   
***401.6  C      

     )035.0(     )692.0(   )903.0(  

    
***001.0−   tm  

***715.0−   
***572.0−  

     )001.0(    )081.0(   )133.0(  

tB     
***

001.0−  tb  
***782.0−    ***516.0−  

    )001.0(    )064.0(    )078.0(  

   
***001.0  

*

tm   
***942.0    

***680.0  

    )001.0(     )054.0(    )076.0(  

    001.0  
*

tb   
***116.0    

***125.0  

    )001.0(   )011.0(    )015.0(  

   
***022.0−  ti **009.0−    

***016.0−  

        
            

)005.0(     )003.0(

*

t
i   

***011.0                        *

t
i        

***017.0             
***025.0  

   )002.0(       )003.0(  

     -           
***551.1      -     

***351.1  

     
       

)049.0(  

          -     
***203.1       - 

     )073.0(       

     -   
***365.1      -     

***930.0  

     )087.0(        )074.0(  

     -            -     ***426.0 

      

)5(MA      -          
***287.0      -   -  

            )049.0(  

2R           971.0      789.0     973.0  

SSR   083.2      172.0       077.0     282.0  

F      079.1010     902.228     989.1166  

WD −       896.1     128.0     798.1  

N          375     375 

RMSE    021494.0    076051.0     027685.0  

 

)060.0(

tM ***
001.0−

*

tM

)001.0(

*

tB

ti ***020.0−

)004.0(

)003.0(

)1(MA

)046.0(

)2(MA

)075.0(

)3(MA

)4(MA ***866.0

)078.0(

648.0

095.113

083.0
375

074537.0

)001.0(

)001.0(
***001.0

***001.0

)004.0(
***019.0

)003.0(

***608.1

375

***042.1

*001.0−

)001.0(
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Note: tAS = Australian spot rate ($/A$), tas = ln of AS, C = constant term, 
 

= U.S. money supply (M2), tB = amount of U.S. bonds,  = U.S. 3-month T-Bill 

rate, a star (*) on a variable is the foreign variable, a lower case letter is the natural 

logarithm of the capital [ tm = ln ( )],   = Moving Average process,  
*** 

= significant at the 1% level, ** = significant at the 5% level, * = significant at the 

10% level, 2R = R-squared, SSR  = Sum of Squared Residual, F = F-statistic, 

WD − = Durbin-Watson statistic, and N = number of observations. 

Source: Economagic.com and Bloomberg. 
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Table 2: Exchange Rate Determination (Portfolio-Balance Approach) 

(Long-term Government Bonds Rates) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

    tAS      tas        tas  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

C     ***060.1   c  ***629.11      723.1  

    )113.0(    )320.3(     )082.3(  

   001.0   tm  586.0      264.0  

    )001.0(    )595.0(      )567.0(  

tB     
***

001.0−   tb  ***731.1−    320.0−  

    )001.0(    )416.0(        )375.0(  

  001.0−     
*

tm  075.0          439.0−  

   )001.0(    )523.0(        )637.0(  

   
***001.0   

*

tb  ***667.0         ***280.0  

   )001.0(    )096.0(    )099.0(  

   001.0    ti  007.0−    060.0−  

   )021.0(    )024.0(     )039.0(  

*

t
i   *032.0     *

t
i **043.0       **095.0  

   )019.0(    )022.0(     )036.0(  

    -           -       ***072.1  

               )143.0(  

    -           -        ***624.0  

                )131.0(  
2R    908.0     908.0          954.0  

SSR   025.0         060.0          030.0  

F    360.108    126.108    126.144  

WD −   856.0         830.0          616.1  

N     73          73     73 

RMSE   023504.0      028726.0         021127.0   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Note: See, Table 1. = U.S. 10-year Treasury bonds rate and *

t
i= Australian 10-

year government bonds rate. 

Source: See, Table 1. 
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Table 1 gives in its first column the results of eq. (18) by using the spot rate between 

the U.S. dollar and the Australian dollar ($/A$). All coefficients are statistically 

significant at the 1% level, except the Australian bonds ( ). The interest rates are 

having also correct signs. The problem with this regression is the low D-W statistic 

= 0.083 (serial correlation of the error term). In the second column, we correct the 

serial correlation of the error term by using MA(1) to MA(5). The D-W became 

1.896. This regression gives, now, all coefficients as significant and three of them 

have correct signs ( ,  , and *

t
i). The results show that the most important 

variables are the interest rates in the two countries.  

Then, we generate the natural logarithms of our variables ( tas = ln tAS , tm = ln 

, etc.), except the interest rates and the results appear in column 3. All 

coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level, except , which it is at the 

5% level. The signs are correct for ,  , and *

t
i, but the problem is the low D-

W statistic = 0.128. Now, we correct the serial correlation of the error term by using 

MA(1) to MA(4), and we have improved the D-W=1.798 and all coefficients are 

significant at the 1% level. The signs are correct for ,  , and *

t
i. This last 

regression gives good results and has a small RMSE= 0.027685. 

Table 2 examines eq. (18) by using the same independent variables, except interest 

rates; it uses long-term government bonds rates for both countries. The first column 

is without logarithms of the variables and the coefficients are significant for tB , 

, and *

t
i. The signs are correct for , and *

t
i. The problem is the low D-W = 

0.856. Then, we run the same equation by using natural logarithms for the variables 

( tb = ln tB , etc.). Column two gives the results and significant coefficients of the 

variables tb , 
*

tb , and *

t
i. The signs are correct for tm , 

*

tb , , and *

t
i, but D-W 

is low 0.830. After the correction with a MA(1) and MA(2), we have a D-W= 1.616, 

but the only significant coefficient is the *

t
i. Thus, the previous results with short-

term interest rates are better (Table 1, Column 4). 
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5. Conclusion 

The Asset Market Approach (the Monetarist model, the Overshooting model, and 

the Portfolio-balance approach) assumes that whether foreigners are willing to hold 

claims in monetary form depends on an extensive set of investment considerations 

or drivers. These drivers include the following: (1) Relative real interest rates are a 

major consideration for investors in foreign bonds and short-term money market 

instruments. (2) Prospects for economic growth and profitability are an important 

determinant of cross-border equity investment in both securities and foreign direct 

investment. (3) Capital market liquidity is particularly important to foreign 

institutional investors. Cross-border investors are not only interested in the ease of 

buying assets, but also in the ease of selling those assets quickly for fair market 

value if desired. (4) A country’s economic and social infrastructure is an important 

indicator of that country’s ability to survive unexpected external shocks and to 

prosper in a rapidly changing world economic environment, as it is the current one. 

(5) Political safety is exceptionally important to both foreign portfolio and direct 

investors. The outlook for political safety is usually reflected in political risk 

premiums for a country’s securities and for purposes of evaluating foreign direct 

investment in that country.12  

(6) The credibility of corporate governance practices is important to cross-border 

portfolio investors. A firm’s poor corporate governance practices can reduce foreign 

investors’ influence and cause subsequent loss of the firm’s focus on shareholder 

wealth objectives. (7) Contagion is defined as the spread of a crisis in one country 

to its neighboring countries and other countries that have similar characteristics; at 

least in the eyes of cross-border investors. Contagion can cause an ‘innocent’ 

country to experience capital flight with a resulting depreciation of its currency. (8) 

Speculation can cause a foreign exchange crisis or can make an existing crisis 

worse.  
The Portfolio-Balance Approach provides the following key points: (1) It 

emphasizes the importance of global financial markets (especially, the bond 

markets in the two countries). (2) It assumes the existence of arbitrage between 

these two economies. (3) It offers a realistic, but a very simplistic analysis 

framework. (4) The portfolio balance approach, based on empirical evidence (U.S. 

and Australia) has proven as a relatively accurate predictor of exchange rates (
2R = 

0.973, SSR = 0.282, F -statistic = 1,166.989, WD − = 1.798, and RMSE = 

0.027685. 

Thus, the empirical results, Tables 1 and 2 show that for the exchange rate 

determination by using the portfolio-balance approach, the $/A$ exchange rate, the 

 
12 Political risk can be eliminated, if firms are producing domestically, which affects positively 

domestic production, employment, and income. The last 40 years, the outsourcing of manufacturing 

has caused serious problems to U.S. and Europe and lately, it caused a health, economic, and social 

crisis, the worst in our economic history, due to the suspicious Chinese coronavirus (the globalization 

effect). 
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important variables (significant) are all of them, but correct in signs are *

tb  

(Australian bonds),  (U.S. T-Bill rate) and *

t
i (Australian T-Bill rate). Our 

objective is to use also other assets (i.e., stocks or stock market indexes) and from 

different countries and to test their effects on the exchange rate by applying these 

data to the Portfolio-Balance Approach. This might be a future project.  
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